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Google Inc. plans to officially introduce the new Google tool, called Cloud Connect for Microsoft
Office, it takes Office files, uploads or shift them to Google's servers and gives them a inimitable
Web address so they and can be accessed through Google Docs from any Internet-connected
device. Files can also be accessed from within Office premises. So most of the Office suite can be
work upon by multiple users online. Coming at a nominal fee, this service is provided at 90 days
offer for Office based programs on Google Apps including Google Docs, Google cloud connect and
Google sites.

With the help of this tool, when you create a new doc in Word you can sync it up to your Google
apps where it is stored as a Word Document. As you make changes you will see from the new
toolbar when it is synced. You will still save the copy of the document on your PC. The tool allows
us to comment on documents online and display those comments so they are able to be seen to
others, Google says. Cloud Connect is free to individual clients and paying clients for Google Apps.
However Google Apps comes in free and paid versions that are little less expensive than Office,
some customers have resisted using them because employees are habituated to Office.

GOOGLE is releasing a free tool that lets users transfer files from Microsoft Office to the web so that
multiple people can collaborate and edit them. The Cloud Connect plug-in is available for Windows
Office version and is not available for Mac users due to the half-hearted approach of Microsoft with
a Mac version of the Office suite.

The best thing being is that you can use it from anywhere and anytime as it is on the cloud and you
can have team of users access the same documents on real time. The infrastructure is of services
rendered through general centers and built on servers. So the Office documents will be available
without preference of location or persons operating on the documents, which are, that more than
one person can access the documents. Lastly we can say that Cloud computing is a model for
enable the on demand network access to shared pool of configurable computing networks. Google
Docs is a free web-based form for presentation of word processor and spreadsheet as well as data
saving service. It is available online on real time basis.
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